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Alternative Data -
An Investor’s Perspective
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ON-LINE PRICE =

INFLATION
Global FSI Firm employs

technology to track prices of 5

million products on-line to

understand price shocks and 

monitor  shifts in inflation across 

70 countries1

MOBILE FOOT TRAFFIC=

ECONOMY
Hedge Funds using location data 

pulled from mobile devices to 

predict outlook on  economy and 

REIT values4

SOCIAL + SEARCH =

EARNINGS
$90B AUM Global Asset Manager 

mines search engine data combined

with social-media data to predict 

results of corporate  events like 

quarterly earnings3

SATELLITE + SHIPS =

MISPRICED SECURITY
Hedge fund using satellite 

intelligence on ships  and tank 

levels to identify upcoming 

impact to oil producers and 

commodity prices5

WEB + TWITTER =

MARKET MOVINGEVENT
Data provider using 300M Websites, 150M 

Twitter feeds in combination with analyst 

presentations and FactSet reports to 

measure rise up media food chain (e.g. 

blogs to newswire) to highlight  potentially 

market moving events6

APP + CREDIT CARD =

PERFORMANCE
Hedge Fund looks at combination

of alternative data including credit 

card  transactions, geo-location, 

and app downloads to analyze 

burger chain performance2

AUM of UK-Based Man

Group’s AI/Analytics driven

AHL Dimension fund up 5x

over 3 years

Accelerating AI Adoption

Deployed AI (Artificial Intelligence)

techniques to four additional funds 

managing $12.3B

Varied Data Sources

Processes terabytes of data ranging 

from weather forecasts to container 

ship movements

Alternative data & investments case studies

Increasing Valuation

Man Group’s stock price has increased

by 55% from January to October 2017

AI Driving Profit

Artificial intelligence contributed 

roughly 50% of 2015 profits for the AHL

Dimension Fund

Several clear case studies have emerged demonstrating the value of analytics in 
combination with alternative data applied to the investment process

1.Innovative Asset Managers, Eagle Alpha

2.“Foursquare Wants To Be The Nielsen Of Measuring The Real World,” Research Briefs, CBInsights, June 8, 2016.

3.Simone Foxman and Taylor Hall, “Acadian to Use Microsoft's Big Data Technology to Help Make Bets,” Bloomberg, March 7, 2017.

4.Rob Matheson, “Measuring the Economy With Location Data,” MIT News, March 27, 2018.

5.Fred R. Bleakley, “CargoMetrics Cracks the Code on Shipping Data,” Institutional Investor, February 04, 2016.

6.Accern website

Source: Adam Satariano, “The Massive Hedge Fund Betting on AI,” Bloomberg, September 27, 

2017.
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Quantitative investment strategies and vendor solutions with alpha generation capabilities are becoming critical component to 

the return of the buy and sell side’s ROE to pre crisis levels

Addressing Market Challenges

Systematic/quant Investors, typically building 

their own analytics

Who:

• Hedge Funds

• Sophisticated Buy Side Firms

Key Challenges:

• Access to good quality raw data or to 

curated alternative data

• Maintaining access to cutting edge 

technology and algorithms

Customer Needs:

• Co-location of analytics and data

• Simplified access to data and computation

• Simplified, but bespoke, data access

Sophisticated Quants

Most intuitive solutions needed. Limited 

technology and  programming capability.

Who:

• Smaller Sell Side (DSIBs)

• Small Buy Side + Family offices

Key Challenges:

• Reducing technology costs associated with 

efficient research tools

• Building/maintaining an edge against 

passive benchmark returns

Customer Needs:

• Simplified access to data and computation

• Curated Signals

• Sophisticated, but low maintenance/build 

cost analytics platforms

• Elastic access to analytics and associated 

data science talent

Traditional Investors

Interested in derived analytics and more 

intuitive solutions.

Who:

• Large Sell Side (GSIBs)

• Traditional Buy Side Firms

Key Challenges:

• Reducing technology costs associated with 

efficient research tools

• Retention and expansion of innovation 

talent

Customer Needs:

• Simplified access to data and computation

• Curated Signals

• Simplified, but bespoke, data access

Traditional Quants

Sophisticated but ultra small scale with a focus 

on highly scalable business models

Who:

• Alternative Data Providers

• Signal Factories

Key Challenges:

• Simplified access to data

• Ability and agility to scale

• Support of cutting edge algorithms and 

alternative data sets

Customer Needs:

• Simplified access to data and computation

• Simplified, but bespoke, data access

• Sophisticated, but low maintenance/build 

cost analytics platforms

• Marketplace creation

Fintechs

Sources: Macro trends database, January 2019; The Shift From Active to Passive Investing: Potential Risks to Financial Stability?, Federal Reserve System 2019; Deloitte Global Cost Survey, 2019; Alternative data for investment decisions: Today’s 

innovation could be tomorrow’s requirement. Deloitte Centre for Financial Services, 2018 Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019
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Alternative data adoption curve – investment management constituents by phase

Largely hedge funds aggressively seeking 

information advantage
Likely constituents

Aggressive long-only managers 

and PE firms

Tech savvy large 

complex IM firms

Traditional large 

complex IM firms

Firms reluctant to 

embrace new 

approaches
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With large scale adoption of alternative data, 

early majority firms may face regulatory and 

talent risks 

Late majority firms and laggards may face 

strategic risks as they defer or decline the use of 

alternative assets
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Innovators and early adopters faced data and 

model risks as data sets were sourced from 

nontraditional, heterogeneous sources

The Rising Adoption of Alternative Data
Hedge funds were the innovators in this space, but the technology is reaching a tipping point and may see exponential growth 

over the next year
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Getting to Grips with New Data Sources and Techniques

Buy side spend on alternative data has increased over the 

previous 3 years and is expected to continue to grow

• Poor active investment performance is driving shift to 

passive products and fee compression

• Active investing strategies are starting to require more 

diverse data to generate strong alpha and beta predictive 

signals

• Savings from bundling of data streams are not currently 

possible due to the segmentation of the data providers 

market but are becoming highly desirable

Investors are increasingly spending on alternative data but building data science and engineering teams, and the associated 

analytics platforms to fully harness such diverse data, remains a significant barrier for all but the largest firms.

Setting a data science/engineering team can be both expensive 

and time consuming:

• Cost of an alternative data team could start at $1.5 - $2.5m

• The technology and methodology needed for integrating 

different datasets further increases costs

• Processes that are not optimally engineering can also lead 

to failures and costs

• Data quality is an issue in which significant resources are 

invested

Market Trends Barriers to Entry

Source: Alternativedata.org

Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019

Source: Alternativedata.org
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The Buy Side is Increasing its Focus on Alternative Data
The majority of buy side believe alternative data will positively impact their investment performance.  Deloitte has surveyed

over 100 investment managers (IMs) and has observed significant technological, talent and risk challenges that integrating 

such diverse data presents.

10%

40%

42%

8%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

IM firms’ opinion about the impact of alternative data on investment processes:

Minimal Impact

Some impact, firms that utilise alternative data early may see 

some temporary advantages

Alternative data leaders will see sustained advantages in some 

asset classes

Alternative data represents a secular change in IM and expertise 

in this area will separate winners and losers over the next 5 years

What is your organization’s status for utilizing alternative data?

No part of the strategic plan

Considering it, but no action at this point

Currently using alternative data in a test environment

Using alternative data to augment portfolio management 

decisions

Source: c. 110 responses from IM firms from the polls conducted during the Alternative Data Dbrief session on April 24, 2018. Data has been cleaned to

exclude blank and ‘Don’t Know/Not Applicable’ responses 

13%

9%

49%

29%

0% 20% 40% 60%

8%

11%

51%

15%

15%

0% 20% 40% 60%

Do you think utilization of alternative data (or not) presents new or different risks 

to IM firms?
No, it’s business as usual

Our existing risk mgmt. framework can be adapted in the normal 

course of business to handle alternative data

A fresh look at the risks associated with this development is 

appropriate

The issues presented by alternative data are significant – our 

firms needs to refresh the risk mgmt. framework to assess them

Other 46%

15%

9%

14%

16%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Our organization’s adoption journey for alternative data utilization will likely or 

already includes:
Proprietary platforms and processes

Use of alternative data aggregators or brokers to 

facilitate acquisition

Use of alternative data crowd-sourced insights supplied 

by vendors

Use of insights developed by sell-side analysts from 

alternative data

More than on of these

Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019
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Data as a Service

Infra/Platform as a Service

Analytics as a Service

Managed Analytics Service

Signal as a Service

1

2

3

4

5

Individual investor firms must assess where their comparative advantage exists and opt for a consumption pattern that 

maximizes the return on investment from data

Understanding Comparative Advantage in Data

Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019
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In order to realise maximum value for the combined data assets a combination of prioritization, enhancement and consumer 

analysis is required, together with a sophisticated valuation structure that reflects the value of data assets to the end users

The Information Value Chain

Thorough risk assessment is required throughout the value chain to ensure that the data stored within the vendor 

and delivered to customers is regulatory compliant, technologically robust and ethically sound!
Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019
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Alternative data carry greater risk than traditional data and these datasets may also introduce newer risk types

Risk exposure

Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019

Model risk: The potential of new data sources to impact the investment models and perhaps decision making, if:

• The data is incorporated in the model incorrectly

• The trading signal generated is irregular or inconsistent under certain conditions

• The output of the model is improperly linked to the trading process

Talent risk: IM firms may face the following risks due to the rise in demand for data science and advanced analytical skills to 
process alternative data:

• Loss of intellectual capital through talent turnover

• Impact on alternative data utilization ability due to delayed training for existing employees

Data risk: Firms may face these types of data risks due to immature risk control processes at data providers

• Data provenance risk: Violation of the terms and conditions from the data originator while scraping websites

• Accuracy/validity risk: Data may prove unreliable or produce an inaccurate trading signal

• Privacy risk: Personally identifiable information could be included in a dataset received from a source

• Material non-public information (MNPI) risk: Receipt of a dataset containing MNPI could result in risk events

Regulatory risk: Regulations governing the use of alternative data are still in the early stages of maturity. There are open 
questions about acceptable practices with respect to the use of alternative data

Risk exposure due to the adoption of alternative data
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Define Value

Simplify

Entities

• Reconcile duplicative data assets and cleanse where appropriate to 

drive data efficiency and minimise the risk of divergent and/or 

conflicting data

• Link data from different sources together to realise network valuation 

benefits

Access

• Document the accesses available per data source

Map

• Map all assets and 

associated dictionaries

• Document existing 

distribution and storage 

approaches

Quality

• Assess data quality within 

assets, focusing on Clarity & 

Uniqueness, Validity & 

Consistency, Timeliness & 

Completeness and the 

Accuracy, Credibility & 

Confidence of the data 

sources

Assess

• Third party risks

• Information compliance risks 

e.g. GDPR,

Plan

Internal

• Define and share explicit valuation methodology encompassing 

collection, usage, storage coverage and governance 

External

• Define appropriate pricing strategy for assets (exhaust data)

Maximising the value of a data estate requires a comprehensive mapping of the estate and embedding an appropriate 

governance model prioritized by the estimated value of data

Mapping the Data Estate

Market Map & Gap

• Map the data assets to the 

current and potential 

consumers 

• Match the demand for 

analytics services with the 

investment in data assets

Network Maximisation

• Close gaps in coverage to 

realise network benefits of 

connected data

• Enhance depth of assets with 

proven value

Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019
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TechnologyPeople

A diverse talent pool is required to both build and maintain the data engineering and 
analytics structure, but also to support an external signals managed service model:

• Data & Machine Learning Engineers - expected to both build and maintain the 
infrastructure, and productize models developed within the data science pool

• Data Scientists - including image, NLP and network specialists, in addition to more 
traditional finance quant analysts

• Business Analysts - expected to contain financial analysts capable of analyzing and 
translating business requests into data science problems

• Data Scouts - to explore new datasets that appear in the market

Process

Building a frictionless signal factory platform and the data science talent that supports 
it must rely upon robust governance of data, technology and talent:

• Clear duty segregation to minimize key person risks and bottlenecks

• Models to support autonomy and agility

• Strong data governance and stewardship to ensure that data management is 
scalable without the need to scale effort

• Fail fast proof-of-concepts

Creating and maintaining a signals factory requires a diverse talent pool as a foundation, well designed processes and a high

end technology stack

Developing a Signals Factory Proposition

A robust and well maintained technology platform is critical to a signal factory success 
with a partnership with a cloud supplier likely to be a pre-requisite. Key considerations 
include:

• Building in a cloud native fashion, to take full advantage of elastic storage and 
compute capabilities

• Support for a variety of data storage paradigms (e.g. graph, key value, columnar, 
relational etc.)

• Seamless integration of exploration tools, e.g. Jupyter Notebooks, Tableau etc.

• Model management frameworks, to simplify the promotion to production of models 
(likely to involve containerization)

• State of the art cyber security, to both ring-fence sensitive data and prevent external 
attacks

• Support for diverse hardware including GPUs, FPGAs etc.

Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019
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Effective Monetisation of Data Assets
As a non-depletable and non-degradable asset data represents a unique valuation and backtesting challenge, particularly 

pertinent in financial markets where the greater usage of an asset crowds out value.

Qualitative

A qualitative approach is likely required to 
support a benchmark to measure/complement 
other approaches. Considerations include:

• Cost of development and storage

• Data quality of signal (degree of imputation 
etc.)

• Depth and breadth of signal coverage

• Value of other similar signal assets

• Uniqueness of the dataset/signal

License & Latency

• Constraining the number of  consumers of high 
value data feeds is a useful heuristic to prevent 
over-exploitation but few data vendors do it.

• Licenses can be negotiated to get the data 
ahead of the market

Profit Sharing

While complex profit sharing mechanisms create feedback
within a pricing system that incentivizes both vendor and 
consumer to maximize the value of a given signal asset, 
significant complexities exist within:

• Implementation e.g. the negotiation of the degree of 
profit share, exposure in the event of signal failures

• Monitoring the agreed terms of the share

Value  Maximisation 
Strategies

1 2

3

Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019

Backtesting

Solid backtesting program to understand the 
alpha from alternative data is needed, but one 
needs:

• to account for the usually short history of 
alternative data

• to incorporate the statistical uncertainty of the 
backtesting results into the price of data 

4
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Data Quality Challenge Machine Learning Efficacy

Validity & 
Consistency

Accuracy, 
Credibility & 
Confidence

Timeliness & 
Completeness

• Validity: is the data internally structurally sound, with 
datatype requirements obeyed throughout dimensions?

• Consistency: is the data externally structurally sound, 
with no impossible combinations of data attributes?

• Accuracy: is the data an accurate reflection of the real 
world event(s) it describes?

• Credibility & Confidence: is the data credible and what 
confidence level can be attributed to the data, given its 
context (including any transformations it has 
undergone)? 

• Timeliness: is the data available at the required time for 
a given application?

• Completeness: is data missing irrespective of time?

• Machine learning derived validity rules should complement 
existing manual approaches

• Frequent pattern mining techniques should propose and 
monitor credible data combinations, complementing existing 
MSCW frameworks

• Accuracy should be measured to ensure that data is not just 
‘grammatically correct’ but ‘semantically correct’

• Outlier analysis, both atemporal and temporal, should monitor 
the credibility of data

• Confidence measures for this accuracy are a critical, and 
underutilised component in a holistic DQ framework

• Regardless of the root cause (atemporal/temporal) for absent 
data, machine learning techniques support effective imputation 
of missing data

Clarity & 
Uniqueness

• Clarity: is their sufficient data definition clarity to support 
decision making with the data?

• Uniqueness: is there of a single source of truth, both globally and 

within a given data set?

• Data definitions should be profiled and monitored at scale with 
natural language processing

• Entity and data point resolution should be automated using 
probabilistic frameworks

Throughout data’s usage lifecycle machine learning techniques can enhance quality by both automating existing tasks and 

extending monitoring and prediction to previously resistant quality dimensions

Improving All Facets of Data Quality with Machine Learning

Maximising Data Value, a Vendor Perspective | Deloitte LLP 2019
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Deloitte's response to Aviva's Group Data Strategy RFP
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